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Description 

This  invention  relates  to  an  apparatus  for  the 
transportation  of  a  particle  material.  Different  more 
or  less  powdery  materials,  which  are  often  stored 
in  silos,  are  primarily  concerned.  For  example, 
when  the  material  is  discharged  from  a  silo,  it  is 
often  necessary  to  transport  it  also  horizontally,  to 
the  back  of  a  lorry  etc. 

So  far  conveying  screws  have  been  mainly 
used  for  such  transportation  of  a  material.  The 
disadvantages  of  conveying  screws  are  the  dif- 
ficulty  of  cleaning  in  changing  the  material  to  be 
transported  and  their  stiffness  as  well  as  the  liabil- 
ity  to  wear  and  the  frequent  need  of  maintenance 
due  to  the  wear. 

An  apparatus  according  to  the  first  part  of  the 
claim  is  already  known  (DE-B-  12  69  571).  The 
hose  and  the  inner  lining  are  made  from  cylindrical 
sections  which  have  flanges  at  their  respective 
ends.  Between  the  hose  and  the  inner  lining  an 
annular  chamber  is  formed  which  extends  over  the 
whole  length  of  the  sections. 

It  is  further  known  from  US-A-4  220  425  to 
provide  a  gas  feeding  tube  which  is  disposed  on 
the  bottom  on  the  hose  and  provided  with  throttle 
aperatures.  It  may  also  be  fabricated  from  a  porous 
material. 

The  object  of  the  invention  is  to  provide  a  new 
and  better  apparatus  for  transporting  a  mass-like 
particle  material. 

For  achieving  this  object  the  invention  pro- 
poses  an  apparatus  with  the  features  of  the  claim. 

The  flexible  hose  is  preferably  made  of  rubber, 
plastic  or  a  corresponding  material,  and  the  hose  is 
supplied  as  a  bulk  article,  i.e.  a  so-called  metre 
article,  and  the  user  can  cut  therefrom  a  length 
needed  in  a  particular  case. 

By  virtue  of  the  flexible  hose  and  the  fluidiza- 
tion  members  arranged  therein,  the  material  can  be 
transported  in  a  controlled  manner  along  a  curvy 
line  even  in  narrow  passages  irrespective  of  the 
prevailing  conditions  and  without  dust  formation  or 
loss  of  material.  On  account  of  the  flexibility  of  the 
hose,  the  solution  is  economical  when  process 
changes  occur  because  changes  in  the  transporta- 
tion  routes  of  the  material  and  the  passing,  or 
circling,  of  other  devices  can  be  easily  effected  as 
the  hose  does  not  need  any  solid  foundations  or 
the  like.  The  hose  functions  also  well  no  matter 
what  position  the  cross-section  is  turned  to.  If  the 
hose  is  even  slightly  descending  in  the  transporta- 
tion  direction,  the  force  of  gravity  is  sufficient  to 
transport  the  fluidized  material.  Several  hoses  can 
well  be  arranged  in  succession,  whereby  the  ap- 
paratus  can  be  used  to  transport  the  material  even 
long  distances. 

Owing  to  the  fact  that  the  fluidization  members 
are  formed  as  elements  functioning  independently 
of  one  another  in  the  longitudinal  direction  of  the 
hose,  the  transportation  of  the  material  along  the 

5  hose  can  take  place  without  interruption  even  if 
temporary  interruptions  should  take  place  in  the 
supply  of  the  material. 

The  members  for  fluidizing  the  material  to  be 
transported  comprise  a  gas-permeable  lining  at 

io  least  partly  covering  the  inner  surface  of  the  hose, 
whereby  the  spaces  between  the  hose  and  lining 
are  formed  into  separate  sections  in  the  longitudi- 
nal  direction  of  the  hose,  and  throttled  feed  of  gas 
is  arranged  for  each  section,  whereby  longitudinal 

75  channels  or  tubes  which  open  into  said  separate 
sections  through  throttle  apertures  are  formed  in 
the  wall  or  on  the  surface  of  the  hose  for  feeding 
gas  to  the  separate  sections. 

Suitable  dimensioning  of  the  throttle  apertures 
20  between  the  longitudinal  channels,  in  the  wall  of  the 

hose  and  the  sections  within  the  hose  helps  to 
achieve  the  fact  that  the  compressed  air  in  the 
channel  cannot  escape  from  the  side  of  the  hose 
which  is  not  covered  with  the  material  to  be  trans- 

25  ported. 
In  the  following,  the  invention  will  be  described 

by  means  of  the  embodiments  disclosed  in  the 
attached  drawings. 

Figure  1  shows  a  first  embodiment  of  the  in- 
30  vention  seen  substantially  from  the  side. 

Figures  2  and  3  show  a  cross-section  and  a 
longitudinal  section  respectively  of  the  hose  ac- 
cording  to  Figure  1  . 

In  Figures  1  to  3  the  reference  numeral  1 
35  denotes  a  hose  for  conveying  a  material,  which 

hose  is  preferably  made  of  rubber,  plastic  or  a 
corresponding  material.  The  inner  surface  of  the 
hose  1  is  covered  with  a  gas-permeable  lining  2  in 
such  a  manner,  for  example,  that  three  longitudinal 

40  fluidization  channels  3  are  formed  between  the 
inner  surface  of  the  hose  1  and  the  lining  2  at 
regular  intervals  round  the  circuit  of  the  hose.  Each 
channel  3  is  divided  in  different  sections  in  the 
longitudinal  direction  by  means  of  transverse  walls 

45  6  in  Figure  3. 
A  longitudinal  gas  feeding  channel  4,  which 

opens  into  each  separate  section  of  the  fluidization 
channel  3  through  a  throttle  aperture  5,  is  formed  in 
the  wall  of  the  hose  at  each  channel  3.  Since  all 

50  the  different  sections  of  the  fluidization  channels  3 
have  their  own  throttled  feed  of  gas,  gas  cannot 
"escape"  even  if  there  should  not  be  any  material 
to  be  transported  immediately  within  some  section 
of  the  lining  2. 

55  The  reference  numeral  11  denotes  a  connec- 
tion  e.g.  to  the  discharge  opening  of  a  silo,  12 
denotes  a  connecting  stub  to  be  pushed  into  the 
hose  1,  and  13  denotes  a  stop  valve.  The  fluidiza- 
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tion  gas  is  fed  from  a  pipe  16  through  a  ring 
channel  15  to  nozzles  14,  which  can  be  pushed 
into  wall  channels  4  of  the  hose  1  . 

The  invention  is  not  restricted  merely  to  the 
examples  disclosed  in  the  drawings  but  it  can  vary 
in  its  details  within  the  scope  of  the  following 
claims.  Thus,  the  lining  2  does  not  have  to  be 
uniform  in  accordance  with  Figures  1  to  3,  and  the 
channels  3  can  be  partly  embedded  in  the  wall  of 
the  hose  1  .  The  number  of  the  wall  channels  4  can 
be  other  than  three. 

Claims 

1.  Apparatus  for  transportation  of  a  particle  ma- 
terial,  comprising 

-  a  flexible  hose  (1); 
-  a  gas-permeable  lining  (2)  disposed  on 

the  inside  of  said  hose  (1)  and  at  least 
partially  covering  said  hose  to  fluidize  the 
material  to  be  transported; 

-  fluidization  spaces  (3)  formed  between 
said  hose  (1)  and  lining  (2)  in  the  longitu- 
dinal  direction  of  said  hose  and  function- 
ing  independently  of  one  another; 

-  transverse  partition  walls  (6)  dividing  said 
fluidization  spaces  (3)  into  separate  sec- 
tions;  and 

-  means  (4,  5)  for  feeding  gas  into  said 
different  sections  of  said  fluidisation 
spaces  (3); 
characterized  in  that 

-  said  flexible  hose  (1)  is  a  bulk  or  metre 
article; 

-  the  inner  surface  of  said  hose  (1)  is  cov- 
ered  with  said  gas  permeable  lining  (2)  in 
such  a  manner  that  several  channels  (3) 
are  formed  between  the  inner  surface  of 
said  hose  (1)  and  said  lining  (2)  at  regu- 
lar  intervals  round  the  circuit  of  said 
hose;  and 

-  said  means  for  feeding  gas  comprise 
channels  (4)  formed  integral  within  the 
wall  of  said  hose  (1),  said  channels  (4) 
extending  in  the  longitudinal  direction  of 
said  hose  and  opening  into  said  separate 
sections  of  said  fluidization  spaces  (3) 
through  throttle  apertures  (5). 

Patentanspruche 

1.  Vorrichtung  zum  Transportieren  eines  Partikel- 
materials,  enthaltend 
einen  flexiblen  Schlauch; 
eine  an  der  Innenseite  des  Schlauchs  (1)  ange- 
ordnete  und  den  Schlauch  mindestens  teilwei- 
se  bedeckende  gasdurchlassige  Auskleidung 
(2)  zum  Fluidisieren  des  zu  transportierenden 

Materials; 
zwischen  dem  Schlauch  (1)  und  der  Ausklei- 
dung  (2)  gebildete  Fluidisierungsraume  (3)  in 
der  Langsrichtung  des  Schlauchs,  die  unab- 

5  hangig  voneinander  funktionieren; 
quer  verlaufende  Trennwande  (6),  die  die  Flui- 
disierungsraume  (3)  in  getrennte  Abschnitte 
teilen;  und 
Mittel  (4,  5)  zum  Zufuhren  von  Gas  in  die 

io  verschiedenen  Abschnitte  der  Fluidisierungs- 
raume  (3); 
dadurch  gekennzeichnet,  dal3 
der  flexible  Schlauch  (1)  ein  Massen-  oder 
Meter-Artikel  ist; 

is  die  innere  Oberflache  des  Schlauchs  (1)  mit 
der  gasdurchlassigen  Auskleidung  (2)  derart 
bedeckt  ist,  dal3  mehrere  Kanale  (3)  zwischen 
der  inneren  Oberflache  des  Schlauchs  (1)  und 
der  Auskleidung  (2)  in  regelmaBigen  Abstan- 

20  den  urn  den  Umfang  des  Schlauchs  gebildet 
sind;  und 
die  Mittel  zum  Zufuhren  von  Gas  integral  in 
der  Wand  des  Schlauchs  (1)  gebildete  Kanale 
(4)  umfassen,  die  in  der  Langsrichtung  des 

25  Schlauchs  verlaufen  und  sich  in  die  getrennten 
Abschnitte  der  Fluidisierungsraume  (3)  durch 
Drosseloffnungen  (5)  offnen. 

Revendicatlons 
30 

1.  Appareil  de  transport  d'un  materiau  particulai- 
re,  comprenant  : 

-  un  tuyau  flexible  (1); 
-  un  garnissage  permeable  au  gaz  (2)  pla- 

35  ce  a  I'interieur  dudit  tuyau  (1)  et  recou- 
vrant  au  moins  partiellement  ledit  tuyau 
pour  fluidifier  le  materiau  a  transporter; 

-  des  espaces  de  fluidification  (3)  formes 
entre  lesdits  tuyau  (1)  et  garnissage  (2) 

40  dans  la  direction  longitudinale  dudit 
tuyau  et  fonctionnant  independamment 
les  uns  des  autres; 

-  des  parois  formant  des  cloisons  transver- 
sales  et  divisant  lesdits  espaces  de  flui- 

45  dification  (3)  en  sections  distinctes;  et 
-  des  moyens  (4,5)  pour  introduire  du  gaz 

dans  lesdites  differentes  sections  des  es- 
paces  de  fluidification  (3); 
caracterise  en  ce  que 

50  -  ledit  tuyau  flexible  (1)  est  un  article  en 
vrac  ou  destine  a  etre  coupe  a  longueur; 

-  la  surface  interne  dudit  tuyau  (1)  est  re- 
couverte  par  ledit  garnissage  permeable 
au  gaz  (2)  de  telle  sorte  que  plusieurs 

55  canaux  (3)  sont  formes  entre  la  surface 
interne  dudit  tuyau  (1)  et  ledit  garnissage 
a  des  intervalles  reguliers  autour  de  la 
circonference  dudit  tuyau;  et 

3 
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-  lesdits  moyens  pour  introduire  du  gaz 
comprennent  des  canaux  (4)  formes  a 
I'interieur  des  parois  dudit  tuyau  (1),  les- 
dits  canaux  (4)  s'etendant  dans  la  direc- 
tion  longitudinale  dudit  tuyau  et  debou-  5 
chant  dans  lesdites  differentes  sections 
desdits  espaces  de  fluidification  (3)  a 
travers  des  ouvertures  formant  des  etran- 
glements  (5). 
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